WHO IS A TEACHER?
What is Teaching?
It refers as an occupation/Profession

BUT
It has more than an occupation/a Profession.

IT IS A MISSION
One who Knows –

- What to teach?
- Whom to teach?
- Where to teach?
- When to teach?
- Why to teach?
There is a Quotation...
“A poor teacher tells,
An average teacher explains and
A GOOD TEACHER INSPIRES”

HOW MANY OF YOU WANT TO BE
GOOD TEACHERS?
If so, try to INSPIRE the students/class
Then a Question...  
How to inspire?

One angle of Inspiring others (Students) is

- THE ATTITUDES
- THE APTITUDES
- THE INTERESTS
- THE BEHAVIOUR
- THE DISCIPLINE
- THE RELATIONSHIPS
“7” Essential Core Teaching Strategies

- Classroom management
- Back to school games/worksheets
- Student motivation
- Teacher-student relationships
- Parent-teacher communication
- Accountability
- Teaching – Unique/Innovative approach
Crow - Traditional & Innovative
FOX trying for Grapes
METHODS

- Participatory learning.
- Interactive learning.
- Environmental approach.
- Project method (Ind/Group)
- Role play method.
- Story telling.
- Lecture method.
- Demonstration.
- Teaching through field trips/excursions.
- Guided learning.
- Question – Answer method
TIPS

- Smiling appearance.
- Appreciation.
- Use your full potential.
- Gestures.
- Announcing the tomorrows topic today itself.
- TLM
- Provide space to Students.
- Models.
- Animated Videos.
- Educational CDs
Selection of suitable method inspires the children and is used for long term relation of concept in the mind.
Example of Hanumantha who brought the Mount Sanjeevani
ESSENCE OF TEACHING

is

LOVE, SHARE & CARE

Examples of Crocodile, Frog & Monkey

“BELIEVE IN DOING, YOU CAN WIN”

All the best
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